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Assen: DutchTT in alternating current 

for WorldSSP300 drivers 
23-24-25 July 

 
 
The third round of the WorldSSP300 season came to an end at the demanding Assen circuit. 
For Bahattin Sofuoğlu and Marco Gaggi, the Dutch TT was an intense weekend, 
characterized by uncertain weather conditions. Despite being one of the most technical 
tracks in the world championship, the two Biblion Yamaha Motoxracing Team riders were 
strong in practice right from free practice, with Sofuoğlu finishing Friday with the 2nd fastest 
time overall in 1'48.994. Further back Gaggi took the provisional 28th position with a time of 
1'50.325. 
 
With 71% humidity, but dry conditions, in Superpole Bahattin signed a time slightly higher 
than the good performance of the free practice, qualifying with the 8th time in 1'49.421. 
Same situation for Marco, who reached the thirty-fifth box of the grid in 1'51.364. 
 
Aware of being able to improve in Race 1, it was important for our pilots to start well and so 
did Sofuoğlu, inserting himself in the leading group and also recovering a short off-track due 
to a push of an opponent on the eleventh lap. Fighting all the way to the finish, the Turkish 
rider passed the chequered flag in fourth position, touching the podium in a sprint. The first 
heat was a comeback for Gaggi, who had the hard task of recovering from a very backward 
position at the start. Tenacious and stubborn as ever, he produced a fine performance and 
slowing down only to avoid the falls of his opponents, he completed the race in 19th place. 
 
Despite the heavy rain that fell in the evening and night between Saturday and Sunday, the 
race took place in dry conditions, with a lower percentage of humidity, and 23 atmospheric 
degrees compared to 19 on Saturday. Sofuoğlu got off to a good start in Race 2 and was in 
the front group right from the start. The Turkish rider was among the protagonists of a hard-
fought race but crashed on lap 11 while fighting for the podium. Unhurt, after losing many 
positions he restarted and finished 32nd. Gaggi, on the other hand, was unable to repeat the 
previous day's comeback. After being bottled up, the Italian finished ahead of his team-mate 
in 27th place. 
 
“It was a difficult race. Starting from the back I got stuck between slower riders and I had a 
hard time getting away from them. I'm sorry I wasn't able to make the comeback we could, 
especially for the team, who did a great job as always” Marco Gaggi.  
 
The next appointment with the WorldSSP300 is for the weekend of 6-7-8 August, at the 
Autodrom Most in the Czech Republic. 
 
 


